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Deployment and Onboarding
Deployment overview
When deploying the Primex OneVue Sync Bluetooth at your facility, be sure to complete the following steps.

Step 1: Site Survey
A Site Survey is the first step to ensure system coverage. A Primex engineer analyzes the facility to provide
recommended device install locations.

Step 2: Verify OneVue network requirements are met
Verify the facility’s network is configured to meet the OneVue network requirements, which includes network ports and
firewall requirements. These requirements should be shared with your facility's Information Technology staff.

Step 3: Set up your OneVue account
This step ensures staff assisting with deployment have access to OneVue and settings are downloaded to Primex
devices.
To log in to OneVue, from a web browser go to https://console.primexonevue.com
1.

Verify OneVue users assigned to account Admin Role
When your OneVue account was created by Primex, the primary contact provided was assigned to the account
Admin Role. If other staff will be assisting with the deployment, add them to your OneVue account and assign them
to an Admin Role.
To add users, go to Admin > Users and add new users.

2.

Verify Time Zone set in account profile
During install, each Sync Bluetooth device receives and synchronizes its time to the New Clock Time Zone set in
the profile of a Bridge. By default, is set the account time zone.
To verify the account time zone, go to Admin > Edit - your account name > view the time zone.

3.

Configure account NTP Servers
Provide your facility's designated NTP Servers. It's recommended to provide three valid NTP Servers to ensure a
reasonable level of accuracy and failover purposes. A Bridge connects to a NTP Server to obtain UTC time and
sends UTC time to clocks over the Sync Bluetooth mesh network. A clock synchronizes received UTC time to its
time zone offset and DST rules.
To enter the NTP Servers, go to Admin > Edit - your account name and enter the NTP Servers.

4.

Create Network Profile
Create a Network Profile for each network a Bridge will connect to at your facility.
To create a Network Profile, go to Devices > Networks > select + New.
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Step 4: Configure Bridge assigned network
A Bridge is required to be assigned to a network profile, allowing it to obtain time from its NTP time source and send
data to and download settings from OneVue.
This phase can be skipped if the Bridge will connect to a PoE or Ethernet network with DHCP.
At the time an order is placed, either Device Preconfiguration or OWDC configuration is selected.
• Device Preconfiguration: completed online from OneVue before an order is shipped from Primex. The OneVue
account ID and settings provided are configured into each Bridge and labeled by Primex.
To complete Device Preconfiguration from OneVue, go to the Dashboard > from the To Do list select the order's link.
• OWDC configuration: completed onsite locally at the device. First, download the app from the Google Play™ store.
While locally at the device, connect the Bridge to your Android device and the app guides you through the
configuration process.

Step 5: Install Bridge device(s)
The order that devices are installed is critical to a successful deployment. First install and power on the Bridge devices.
Once a Bridge has successfully connected to the facility's network and checked-in to OneVue, you can then begin to
install Sync Bluetooth clocks and repeaters.

CAUTION
If a network is not available at the time of installation, which may occur during new building
construction, it's critical that the Bridge is set to No Network mode.

1.

Mount and power on Bridge.
When first powered on, the Bridge enters an 8-hour deployment mode and connects to the facility's network to
check-in to OneVue and obtain time from a NTP Server. Its LCD screen displays its network connection sequence
(1234) and Bton is displayed when complete.

2.

From its LCD screen, verify Signal OK is displayed. This confirms it successfully connected to the facility's network.

3.

Confirm its check-in to OneVue. Log in to OneVue > go to Devices > Bridges. Verify the Bridge is listed. Its name
either displays its 12-character Device ID or a unique name.

During deployment mode, the first 8 hours after a Bridge is powered on, its operation is unique during this time period.
• Bridge automatically connects to the facility's network at the 15th and 45th minute of each hour. During each
connection, it obtains UTC time from a NTP Server and checks-in to OneVue to download pending setting changes.
• Sync Bluetooth mesh network automatically builds at the 20th and 50th minute of each hour. After each build, Bridge
automatically checks-in to OneVue to send received Sync Bluetooth device data.
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Step 6: Install clocks and repeaters
1.

Start by installing the clocks and/or repeater located closest to a Bridge and then work outward.
A clock and repeater must be first powered on at its install location. When power is first applied, it enters Add a
Clock mode. During this mode, the device continuously searches for a Sync Bluetooth mesh network.
Upon its connection to a mesh network, the device establishes a communication path either to another Sync
Bluetooth device or directly to a Bridge available within the network.
Once connected to the mesh network, a clock receives and sets its time. An analog clock's hands begin to rotate
and completes one full revolution and then sets its time. It may take up to 15 minutes for a clock to set its time.

2.

If a clock does not set its time within 15 minutes, initiate a manual check-in. From the back of the clock, press and
release its check-in button.
If a clock fails to set its time, it may be necessary to add an additional Sync Bluetooth device to allow the clock to
consistently connect to a mesh network.

3.

Bridge receives the clocks 12-character Device IDs and sends them to OneVue. By default, each clock name is set
to its 12-character Device ID.
Commonly, a clock is added to OneVue within 30 minutes from the time it connects to the mesh network. If the
Bridge is not in 8-hour Deployment mode, it may take up to 24 hours to 7 days for a new clock to be added to
OneVue.

4.

Remove the clock's tear-off label that identifies its unique 12-character Device ID. On a paper floorplan, place its
label at its location.

After the install is complete, it may take several days for the Sync Bluetooth mesh network to stabilize. It’s
recommended to monitor clock check-ins during this time period.
If after several days there are clocks that have not been added to OneVue or if there are inconsistent check-ins, it may
be necessary to add an additional Sync Bluetooth device to allow the clock to successfully and consistently connect to
the mesh network.

Step 7: Manage and monitor devices from OneVue
• Clock and Repeater names: update the name of each device to its install location. By default, its name is set to its
unique 12-character Device ID.
• Monitor devices: from the OneVue Dashboard, view the status of all devices. When a device is in a Warning state it
may need your attention.
• Set clock time zone (optional). a clock can be bet to a specific time zone (when different than the account time
zone).
• Set Digital clock/timer display settings: configure the display settings, including its LED digit brightness level, hour
and time format, and the audio buzzer setting of an elapsed timer.
• Create a Clock Bridge State Warning Report: report provides the details of any Bridge currently in a Warning state. It
also includes each clock or repeater the Bridge received data from over its last connection to the Sync Bluetooth
mesh network.
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Deployment examples
The following deployment examples below provide a visual illustration of various deployments, including deploying in a
building with single floors and multiple floors. Different facility layouts and interiors may present a variety of
considerations when planning an accurate and effective deployment.
These examples are to be referenced as general guidelines and it's recommended that a Sync Bluetooth Site Survey
[15] is completed. The results of the survey provide a deployment guide for the installation of Sync Bluetooth devices
at your facility.

Single floor: Less than 200 clocks
Deployment guidelines
• Install Bridge off a corridor and ideally in a central location.
• Always install and power-on a Bridge before installing clocks and repeaters
• Start by installing clocks that are located closest to the Bridge and then work outward. A clock should always be first
powered on at its designated installation location.
• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the
location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.
Ideal deployment illustration

Acceptable deployment illustration
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Single floor: More than 250 Sync Bluetooth Clocks and multiple Sync Bluetooth Bridges
Deployment guidelines
• Install Bridges in an outward third of physical space to ensure coverage.
• Do not install multiple Bridges in close proximity to each other.
• Start by installing Sync Bluetooth Clocks that are located closest to the Bridge and then work outward. A clock
should always be first powered on at its designated installation location.
• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the
location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.
Ideal deployment illustration
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Multi-floor: Sync Bluetooth Bridge on each floor
Deployment guidelines
• A single Bridge installed on each floor.
• The single floor general guidelines apply per floor.
• Avoid installing Bridges in a vertical column above each other - stagger the Bridge installation locations across
multiple floors.
• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the
location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.
Ideal deployment illustration
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Coverage gap detected post-installation
If your deployment has resulted in a known coverage gap (devices cannot connect to mesh network), it's recommended
to either install a Bridge, repeater, or clock to resolve the coverage gap or if possible to relocate the device experiencing
a connection issue. Contact your Primex support representative for additional assistance.

OneVue account structure overview
The OneVue account structure is flexible and scalable to support small to larger more complex organizations.
Business Units and Locations are the two primary components of the OneVue account structure. You can configure
OneVue to limit and control who has access to your devices, system data and features, and simplify the configuration
of user access, reports, and alerts..
It's recommended to familiarize yourself with the account structure to ensure it mirrors your organization's business
rules and structure. Regardless of how you initially configure OneVue, you can always change the structure as your
business rules or staff responsibilities change.

Business Units and Locations
A Business Unit is the primary account structure component that commonly represents a department or other business
entity in your organization. Based on your organization's business rules or staff responsibilities, you may have one, a
few, or many Business Units. With the use of Business Units, you can limit and control staff access to only what they
are responsible for. You can also assign a Business Unit to other system components, including reports and Alert
Rules.
A Location is an optional account structure component that can be assigned to devices and network profiles. A
Location may represent a physical Location, such as a building, floor, or room and are commonly used when devices
are located in different time zones.
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Considerations when creating your account structure with Business Units
The use of Business Units can simplify managing devices. A Business Unit essentially groups devices together,
allowing a Business Unit to be added to other system components.
• Devices: Required to be assigned to a Business Unit. This limits and controls who can view and access the devices
assigned to the Business Unit. When devices are added to your account, by default they are assigned to the account
Business Unit.
• Users: Each user is assigned to a Business Unit and a Role within the Business Unit. The Role assigned grants the
user access to the devices assigned to the Business Unit.
• Reports: Business Units can be added to a Report Profile. When added to a Report Profile, all devices assigned to the
Business Unit are included in the Report.
• Parent-child hierarchy: If a Business Unit is a parent to other Business Units (child), OneVue applies a parent-child
hierarchy. For example, when parent Business Unit is assigned to a user or included in a Report or Alert Rule, all of its
child Business Units are also included. You can assign a user to a child Business Unit or add a child Business Unit to
a Report Profile or Alert Rule to avoid the parent-child hierarchy.

Examples of OneVue account hierarchy configurations
Regardless of how you initially configure your account, you can always change the structure as your business rules or
staff responsibilities change.

Simple account hierarchy example with account Business Unit only
For an organization that has devices located throughout one building and all staff is responsible for managing and
monitoring all of devices. With this type of organization, you do not need to limit or control who has access to the
devices. If this is the case, you can set up a simple account hierarchy structure. With a simple structure, your account is
the only Business Unit and each user is assigned a Role to your account Business Unit.
With this type of account hierarchy, you will:
1.

Assign each user a Role to your account Business Unit.

2.

From Report Profiles, add each devices or simply add the one Business Unit. When a Business Unit is added, all
devices assigned to the Business Unit are automatically included in Report.

Pros
• Simple to configure and manage.
• All users have access to all devices.
• The Role assigned to the user grants their access to system features.
Cons
• You cannot limit or control who has access to devices.
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Intermediate account hierarchy with more than one Business Unit
For an organization that has devices located throughout many areas and each area is responsible for managing and
monitoring the devices in their area. An organization like this may require the intermediate account hierarchy option.
This option limits and controls who has access to the devices.
With this type of account hierarchy, you will:
• Create a Business Unit for each of the areas responsible for managing and monitoring the devices in their area.
• Assign the applicable Business Unit to each of the devices.
• Assign each user a Role to their responsible Business Unit. Assigning a user to a Role to a specific Business Unit
allows you to limit and control a user's access to only those devices they are responsible for.
When assigning Roles to users with this type of hierarchy, the parent-child rule applies when you have more than one
Business Unit. A Business Unit can be a parent to a Business Unit or a child to your OneVue account Business Unit.
When you assign a user to a Role within a Business Unit, if the Business Unit is a parent to a child Business Unit, the
user is automatically granted the same Role to the child Business Unit(s).
As an example, if you assign a user to your account Business Unit, the user is also be granted the same access to
any child Business Units. If you only want a user to have access to a specific Business Unit, only assign the user to
that specific Business Unit.
This hierarchy option is more specific and provides more granular control over what a user can manage and monitor
based on their assigned Business Unit. This hierarchy also offers the ease of adding Business Units to reports and Alert
Rules.
Pros
• You can limit and control who can manage and monitor devices by business area.
• You can add a Business Unit to a Report Profiles and Alert Rules, which automatically includes all devices assigned
to the Business Unit.
Cons
• Medium level of configuration complexity.
• Business rules need to be managed and configured consistently within your OneVue account.

Advanced account hierarchy example with multiple Business Units and/or Locations
Imagine a large organization that may have hundreds of devices located throughout many business areas and
locations. This type of organization may require staff to be responsible for specific business areas and locations. With
this type of organization, you may have to spend some time to determine how to best configure your OneVue account
hierarchy.
As you decide on your account hierarchy, the questions below may provide additional guidance to assist you in your
decision.
• Do you have to limit and control specific users responsible by department or business entity? If yes, create a
Business Unit for each area. You will then assign users to specific Business Units.
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• Do you have to limit and control specific users to manage and monitor devices by a location, such as by building,
floor, or room? If yes, create the location(s) representing each physical location, assign a location to each of the
devices, and assign each user to the location Role they are responsible for.
• Do you need to limit and control specific users to manage and monitor network profiles by location? If yes, assign the
network profiles to a location.
• Do you need reports or Alert Rules to be specific to location(s)? If yes, add the location(s) to a Report Profile or Alert
Rule.
Pros
• You can limit and control who can manage and monitor devices by department or business entity.
• You can limit and control who can manage and monitor devices and networks by location.
• You can add a Business Unit or Location to Report Profiles and Alert Rules, which automatically includes all devices
assigned to the Business Unit or Location.
Cons
• Advanced level of configuration planning.
• Business rules need to be managed and configured consistently within your OneVue account.

OneVue device preconfiguration
Device Preconfiguration automates the configuration of Primex network devices for use with OneVue before they arrive
at your facility - eliminating the need to manually configure a device onsite.
Device Preconfiguration is completed online from your OneVue account. Once completed, Primex configures each
device with your OneVue account ID and the settings provided during configuration, which adds the devices to your
OneVue account. It's an easy online process that allows devices to be ready for use when they arrive at your facility.
Primex network devices compatible with device preconfiguration, include the OneVue Sync Bluetooth Bridge, OneVue
Sense Sensors, and the OneVue Notify Bell Controller. When placing an order for these device types and Device
Preconfiguration is selected, configuration must be completed before the order is shipped from Primex.
Use of the OWDC app is an alternative to Device Preconfiguration. If you would rather configure the devices when they
arrive at your facility, select OWDC when placing an order. The OWDC app [13] is used to complete manual, onsite
configuration of Primex network devices.

OneVue Wired Device Configurator (OWDC) app
The OneVue Wired Device Configurator (OWDC) Android™ app provides the experience of adding a new Primex network
device to OneVue and updating a device's primary settings on a mobile platform. Network devices include OneVue
Sense Sensors, OneVue Sync Bridge, PoE Digital Clocks/Timers, and the OneVue Notify Bell Controller.
Once you download the app from the Google Play™ store (it’s free!), you connect a Primex network device to your
Android device and the app guides you through the entire process. It's a simple, easy process that provides onsite
configuration.
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What can you do with the app?
• Add a new device to OneVue
From the app, you assign a network and provide a device's primary settings. When the device connects to the
facility's network and checks-in to OneVue, its unique 12-character ID is added to OneVue -resulting in plug-n-play
experience.
• View or update a device's primary settings
For a device that's already in OneVue, you can view or update its primary settings. During a device's next check-in,
setting updates made in the app are then sent to OneVue.
• Migrate a device to a new network
Have a device that cannot connect to the network? You can view or change its assigned Network and then verify its
network connection locally at the device.

NOTE
OWDC cannot be used with devices that require EAP-TLS certificates for network authentication or any
type of network certificate. Devices requiring this type of authentication must be configured through
Device Preconfiguration, and when the devices arrive onsite the certificates are required to be uploaded
to the devices using the Primex Device Configuration software. The devices will then be able to
successfully authenticate to the facility's network and check-in to OneVue.

Before you begin - know what's required
• OWDC app is installed on your Android mobile device
Download the OWDC app or from the GooglePlay Store search for OneVue Wired Device Configurator.
• Android device requirements
Android OS version 4.4 or later.
Support USB Host or USB OTG mode. To verify USB support, check with the Android device manufacturer.
Minimum 25% battery life remaining.
• OWDC log in requirement
To log into the app, your OneVue user account must be assigned to the Account Admin Role. Log in to the app with
your OneVue user name (email address) and password.
• Primary device settings
Each device type has unique primary settings. Refer to the device's configuration procedure.
• Connection cable (not supplied)
The type of cable is dependent on the Primex device and your Android device. The cable connects the Primex device
to your Android device and also provides the power source to the Primex device during configuration.
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Pre-Deployment Site Survey
A Site Survey is the first step to ensure your new OneVue Sync Bluetooth solution provides accurate, reliable
synchronized time. The result of the Site Survey serves as a deployment guide for the installation of your Primex
devices. The site survey result will provide detailed information that addresses Bluetooth® wireless network signal
strength coverage, interference sources, device placement, power considerations, and the Ethernet or Wi-Fi network
requirements.

Overview
A Primex Service Engineer studies the facility floor plans and planned device installation areas to identify any coverage
gaps and identify install locations to meet coverage requirements.
The layout of the facility, including the number of floors and clocks in each area, determines the type of deployment.
There is no single deployment design that is perfectly suitable for every environment, but the survey is designed to
assist with your deployment.
A Primex System Engineer will:
• Determine the required quantity of Sync Bluetooth Bridges. A single bridge supports up to a maximum of 200 Sync
Bluetooth devices.
• Recommend the installation location of bridge devices.
• Identify the bridge power and network requirements.
• Identify any coverage gaps or limitations. Sync Bluetooth devices use Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to broadcast
signals. Signal coverage is subject to attenuation by various physical materials such as walls, doors, or other physical
structures.
• Analyze planned install location of devices to ensure the location of each device has adequate Bluetooth wireless
signal strength. The analysis takes into consideration the Bluetooth wireless range of the Sync Bluetooth devices.
• 100 ft. (30 m) when in clear-line-of sight to another Sync Bluetooth device
• 50 ft. (15.2 m) when there is 1 internal wall between Sync Bluetooth devices
• 30 ft. (9.1 m) when there are 2 internal walls between Sync Bluetooth devices

What's needed before a Site Survey can begin
Primex must receive a building floorplan or map that identifies IDF/MDF/LAN rooms, each planned clock installation
location, and the location of the planned or existing Ethernet or Wi-Fi networks for bridge placement. The floor plan
allows the Primex System Engineer to analyze the number of clocks, floors, rooms, and other building elements.
Along with the floorplan, a site survey request form must be submitted to Primex. The details provided allows an
engineer to provide a plan that allows for optimal coverage. Failure to provide complete and accurate information may
affect coverage results and total cost.
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Summary
With the understanding of the process and the value of a Site Survey, your organization should be well prepared to
successfully plan the deployment and installation of the OneVue Sync Bluetooth solution and Sync Bluetooth devices.
Different facility layouts and interiors may present a variety of considerations when planning an accurate and effective
deployment. As a world leading provider of Synchronized Time solutions, Primex and our Certified Sales and Service
Partner Network have many years of experience helping customers deploy effective solutions.
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Technical Support
You may require Technical Support when you have questions about product features, system configuration, or
troubleshooting. Support services are delivered in accordance with your organization's support agreement, end-user
license agreements, and warranties, either with a Primex Certified Sales and Service Partner or directly with Primex.

Support through Primex Certified Sales and Service Partners
Ensuring our customers experience excellent service is of utmost importance to Primex. Our network of Certified Sales
and Service Partners offers technical support services for Primex products.
If you have purchased Primex products or have a service agreement with a Primex Partner, they are your primary
contact for all Technical Support inquires.

Primex Technical Support
Make sure you have satisfied the system requirements that are listed in your product documentation. Also, you should
be at the computer or device on which the problem occurred, in case it's necessary to replicate the problem.
When you contact Primex Technical Support, please have the following information available:
• Customer ID/Account Name
• Problem description/error messages
• Device hardware information
• Troubleshooting performed before contacting Primex
• Recent network changes
Primex Technical Support
Monday through Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM CT
Phone: 1-262-729-4860
Email: service@primexinc.com
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